
Dear R.L.H.S. Members, 

I apologise if you tried contacting The Oaks, only to be disappointed.  Apparently, the 
many hundreds of flower baskets and containers, they had planted, were all snapped 
up by the beginning of May!  I had put my own order in before the E-Newsletter went 
out, and was absolutely bowled over when my magnificent container arrived on the 
doorstep - sorry! 

Following on from the watery theme of last month, John Worth sent in this wonderful 
photograph of Roath Mill & Brook from, 1890.  

I have also been given privileged access to a World War Ⅱ assignment, completed by 
Shirley Newberry’s great-niece, Caitlin Griffiths, while at Primary School.  In 1939, 
Shirley herself, was just four years old; her first-hand memories of growing up in 
wartime Cardiff, form the basis of this Merit winning project.  I’ll be sharing an 
extract with you later and also in future E-Newsletters. 

First off, news from Chairman Ted: 
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Greeting everybody and I hope you are managing to find some positives out of these 
difficult times.  I'm enjoying being able to spend more time on local history research.  
I must admit that being able to go out for exercise more than once per day has also 
helped my mood and having now got used to zig-zagging along roads to maintain 
social distance.  It also means I can sometimes have a walk free of my dog who likes 
to stop and sniff every lamppost.

With our Society's summer programme unfortunately cancelled we are beginning to 
look ahead to our winter lecture programme. We have speakers lined up but whether 
we will be able to go ahead will depend on a number of things.  The lockdown 
restrictions will have had to be lifted to allow groups to reconvene and our venue re-
opened.  On top of that we will also carry out our own assessment as to when we 
should reconvene.  We will keep you all informed as the situation develops. 

Roath street names have always been a fascination to many RLHS members. One 
name that I don't think I have ever seen explained though is Southcourt Road.  Other 
nearby roads are Earl's Court, Baron's Court, Hampton Court, Raven's Court and 
Turnham Green.  All these seem to be West London underground station names, 
starting with Earl's Court closest to the centre of London.  So where does Southcourt 
come from?  I posed this question on our Twitter account and received a very 
plausible suggestion.  The Victoria and Albert museum used to be called South 
Kensington Palace and the South Court, a vast two-storey glass roofed gallery, was 
considered the centrepiece of the Museum.  It was completed in 1862 by architect 
Francis Fowke, a captain in the Royal Engineers and the inventor of, among other 
things, the camera bellows and a portable bath.
It therefore appears likely that Southcourt Road is named after this large domed 
gallery and was chosen as a name to make it more akin to Earl's Court and Baron's 
Court, rather than choosing to name it after the nearby South Kensington tube 
station.  Luckily the houses of Southcourt Road were fitted out with proper washing 
facilities rather than just Francis Fowke portable baths.
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The work that Yvonne Courtine and I have now completed of recording the 
businesses on Wellfield Road over time has paid dividends this weekend.  Someone 
posted a picture of a bottle they had found buried in mud on Rumney River Bridge 
Road and asked if we knew any more information.  It was from J.B.Thomas, chemist, 
Roath Park. In checking various sources of information we could identify it probably 
being from the chemist Jacob Beynon Thomas whose shop was at 38 Wellfield Road 
from at least 1913 to 1957.  The shop continued as A.Holley the chemist till after 
1972 and is now Jeffrey Ross the Estate Agents.  David McCarthy, who found the 
bottle, has kindly donated it to our Society and it will no doubt form part of any 
exhibition we ever do on the history of Wellfield Road.

We continue to get a steady flow of enquiries in via our website of a very varied 
nature.  Last week we were asked if we knew anything about Clive Sullivan who was 
the first black person to captain a British international sports team when he 
captained Great Britain rugby league in 1972. Clive was indeed from Cardiff but 
achieved most of his fame when he moved to play rugby league in Hull. After a bit of 
research, we were able to identify that Clive Sullivan was born in Wimbourne Street, 
Splott.  We will now add him to the list of people to research and dedicate a virtual 
red plaque to on our website. We now have a dozen such red plaques.  The eagle-
eyed among you may spot however that four of these are to people just slightly 
outside the old Roath Parish boundary, one being Lynn Davies the Olympic Long 
Jump gold medal winner.  I was lucky enough to have a chat with Lynn by phone a 
few weeks ago.  It turns out he never lived in Roath itself though was a member of 
Roath Harriers when he won his Olympic Gold medal and was attending Cyncoed 
College of Education which is just outside the boundary of old Roath parish.  He is 
such a nice man I could not help but award him one of our red plaques.  He is the 
subject of the latest blog on our website and history of Roath harriers and its
connections to Roath Court was the subject of the previous blog. 

Regards, 

Ted Richards.
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World War Ⅱ Project 

It all started with a phone call from Caitlin to her great-aunt 

Caitlin: Do you remember anything about WW2? 
Shirley:  Yes, I remember the first day, the last day and a whole lot in between.  I was a 
child so they are all childish memories but my father was in the army and most of  my 
friends’ fathers were away fighting, too.  Some of  them never came back, some are at 
the bottom of  the Atlantic Ocean, some are buried far away in Europe, in Burma and 
in the desert.  And one who came back from a Japanese prison camp had lost his mind 
and that was almost as sad as having no father at all.  But, we were lucky, everyone in 
our family came home safe and well - and bringing presents! 

September 3rd, 1939 was a Sunday.  We’d been to church then I went to play in the 
garden.  My mother said she would call me to listen to an important message on the 
radio.  At 11 o’clock the Prime Minister said we were now at war with Germany.  
Everyone was very serious.  I asked what it meant and was told that we were going to 
fight the Germans to make them stop taking over all the other countries and give back 
the ones they had taken already.  We were going to need more soldiers, sailors and 
airmen quite quickly and one day, maybe, it would be my father’s turn.  I was 
frightened.  I sat on his lap to stop him going.  
 He wasn’t called up until June 1942 because he was doing essential work until then. 

Later, looking through some old photographs  

Caitlin: What is that thing beside you? 
We are standing by the air raid shelter.  My father made it for us.   

They delivered all the parts you needed to each house that had 
a garden.  He had to dig a really deep hole as far away from 
the house as possible.  I got in the way and had to stay indoors. 
  
It was cold and damp inside but safer than staying in bed.  In 
the photo I’m wearing a siren suit.  A one-piece, thick, wooden 
garment - like a giant baby-grow, I suppose.  They were a new 
invention to put on quickly over your pyjamas.  It had a hood 
and I kept gloves in the pockets.  I put shoes and socks on, not 
my slippers, in case there was glass around when we came out.  
I also took my pillow.  I left my teddy (I didn’t really like him). 

My grandfather always stopped to go to the loo on the way to 
the shelter and my grandmother would be banging on the 
door saying ‘Bob, Bob, you’ll be killed!”  He remained calm, 
he always said there was plenty of  time.  A siren woke us up, it 
was a loud, penetrating, wailing noise that made you want to 
run and hide.                                                                        
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Once we were settled 
you could hear planes 
overhead.  You could tell 
from the engine noise if  
they were German or 
ours.  Very often the 
German planes were on 
their way to Swansea or 
had already used their 
bombs somewhere else 
and were trying to get 
back to Germany while 
our planes chased them.  
We had big searchlights 
all around Cardiff  that 
criss-crossed the sky so 
that the gunners on the 
ground could pick them 
out.  Occasionally a 
plane crash landed, but I 
never saw one. 

If  it was a bombing raid, they dropped flares first to light up the target.  They were 
silent but the bombs whistled as they fell, then there was an almighty explosion!  This 
was very scary.  Was it my house?  Was it nearby?  It always seemed to be right on top 
of  you.  We sang silly songs to cheer us up but we could never sing loud enough to 
drown the bombs and guns and planes. 

We knew when it was safe to come out, an ‘All Clear’ siren sounded.  This was just as 
loud and penetrating as the Warning but it was a gentler, more comfortable noise.  If  
there had been bombs the sky was red with flames, you could smell smoke and 
burning.  We would thank our lucky stars that we were safe, and back in the kitchen 
we’d refill our hot water bottles and go back to bed 

Caitlin:  Who is the other girl? 
Shirley: The other person in the photo is my cousin Olive who is nine years older than 
me.  A bomb landed in the road outside their house but it didn’t go off, so everyone in 
the street had to move out until the army made it safe.  They came to stay with us. 

Back to September 1939.  I was just going to start school.  That was much more 
important to me than any war.  I was going to the infants school that belonged to my 
church so I knew a lot of  children from Sunday School would be there too. 
The photographer from the Echo came to take photos so they could put something 
cheerful in the paper. 
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It was a tradition that the infants made 
Christmas puddings for the end of  term 
party - with a lot of  help from the 
teachers!  We all brought different 
ingredients to school.  We wore out 
pinafores, or overalls.  School provided 
the hats.  Then we posed and posed and 
posed.   

Here are some of  the photos.  The real 
mixing was done on another day.  We 
had a big dish full at the party. 
 

I’m sure we all enjoy the variety of contributions that appear in our E-Newsletter, so 
do please keep sending them in. 

Very best wishes, 

Elizabeth Morgan, R.L.H.S. Honorary Secretary.
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Here we are marching around the playground 
with our “trumpets”.  We  

are all 4 years old - even the very short boy.  I’m 
the second girl - in the kilt.

This is me in the flowery overall  
holding a loaf  of  bread.

Here I am again pretending to empty a bag of  
flour into a bowl.

E-mail: roathhistory@gmail.com  
 Telephone: 029 2048 2658 * Mobile/Text: 07801 544 823                                   

R.L.H.S. Web Site: www.roathlocalhistorysociety.org 


